Car Bomb Kills Five Marines

Car Bomb Detonates Leaving Massive Crater

A deserted stretch of road near Baiji

Town of Baiji

Smells Of An Inside Job
On 8/9/2005, a small patrol was driving down a highway when a car bomb
exploded, killing five Marines, and injuring six more.
Ask yourself how did the Muslims know to plant this car at this spot? Amazingly,
they had people there waiting for the Marines. It was a massive bomb, and the
detonator and blast munition was sophisticated enough to focus in and hit a single

Humvee in a 40 mph convoy.

Baiji
Baiji is an oil refinery town of 60,000. It's mainly Kurds, Shiites, and a small
population of Jews.
The town Of Baiji is adjacent to Mosul, as well as
Kirkuk. It has Marine Base Lancer headquartered
there.

Mossad In Iraq
The Mossad is all over Iraq, and has a bomb-making facility in Kirkuk.
They blew the facility up once when a bomb prematurely exploded, and the
Marines ran to the Mossad facility to protect them.
The Kurds in northern Iraq have many Mossad assets amongst their ranks,
due to Israel's long campaign of backing them against Saddam's
government.

Baiji Is Next To The Imaginary Land Of Kurdistan

Iraq is made up of Sunnis, Shiites, and Kurds.

Kurd's Jewish
head

The Kurds have a heavy Jewish population, and their
President is Jewish. Northern Iraq has a large population
of Kurds, many of whom are Jews.
The land of Kurdistan happens to contain 40% of the
world's oil, and that is why the Zionists want it.

Israeli Advisors
Israel has provided an untold number of that work hand and hand with our Marines.
When a Col John Q Smith sends out an Marine unit on patrol, a Col Shem Pinski from
the IDF is aware of the and location.

Israel has provided an untold number of "advisors" that work hand in hand with our
Marines. When a Marine officer sends out a Marine unit on patrol, an "advisor" from the
IDF is aware of the timing, route, and location of it, down to minute detail.

Five More Dead For Israel
Marines collect bodies at ambush
Let Israel send their children.

What Really Happened?
Israel wants Iraq's oil. When a patrol is sent out, an embedded
Israeli advisor informs the Mossad of it. They study all the intel of
the patrol, and arrange a false-flag bombing or ambush.
Israel wants Iraq's oil. When a patrol was sent out, an embedded
Israeli advisor lets the Mossad know. They arrange the
transportation and personnel with remote detonators.
Conveniently, a phony Arab website will always broadcast news of
the massacre.
Israel is doing this to provoke the Marines into fighting their
battles. Once the Iraqis who can resist occupation are killed off,
then Israel wants the US to leave. The Zionists will kill off the
Intelligentsia, Academia, and all resistors, the same way they did
in 1917 Russia.

Columbine Massacre
Israel suspected in Iraqi ambushes
Judicial Index
Israeli Mercs in Iraq
False Flag Summary
IDF assassinates four female Marines
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